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A strategic plan assists our organization in

focusing its efforts to achieve its vision. 

A strategic plan encourages and promotes a pro-active,

results-oriented approach, balances short-term pressures

with long-term thinking, and permits flexibility to adapt to change.

A strategic plan enhances our organizational capacity to

generate new ideas and options, encourages a team approach

to strategic decisions, and provides a systematic approach

to decision-making, accountability and evaluation.
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The Mission Statement defines the organization’s

purpose and primary objective.

The mission informs the key measure of the organization’s

long-term objectives and the ends it is working towards.

The Mission of the Saskatchewan Organization for Heritage Languages

is to preserve and promote languages in Saskatchewan

through educational and cultural programs.
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Our Vision Statement reflects the preferred future state

for the Saskatchewan Organization for Heritage Languages.

It inspires people to work collectively towards achieving

that future and creating outcomes that members

and others can support.

Our Vision for the organization is:

Keeping languages alive.
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The Saskatchewan Organization for Heritage Languages

values the following fundamental principles and beliefs. 

These principles and beliefs guide our organization’s

behaviours, decision-making processes, actions,

programs and services.

• Accountability • Courage

• Determination • Leadership

• Progressiveness • Respect

• Transparency
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Our Strategic Priorities (Key Success Factors):

Six interrelated, mutually supportive strategic priorities are at the heart of 

the Saskatchewan Organization for Heritage Languages strategic plan.  

These six Strategic Priorities are as follows:

1. Resource Development and Management

2. Programs and Services

3. Partnerships and Alliances

4. Organizational Excellence

5. Public Awareness

6. Technological Innovation
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Strategic Priority: Resource Development and Management

Objective: To develop new resources to support the ongoing work

of the organization while optimizing existing sources of support.

Strategies to achieve this objective:

1. Explore additional funding sources

2. Maintain and strengthen current relationships with funders

3. Develop and increase self-generated revenue sources/streams

4. Develop a plan to resolve current office space and upgrade

5. Develop human resource plan for volunteer and staff that will

provide for capacity to deliver SOHL’s programs and services

6. Explore opportunities to reduce operating and program expenses
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Strategic Priority: Programs and Services

Objective: To ensure that all programs and services offered are effective

and provide the maximum benefit to the membership and the public.

Strategies to achieve this objective:

1. Develop a plan for more meaningful and practical member consultations

2. Collect information from members regarding services they offer,

best practices and key learnings (knowledge inventory)

3. Conduct a review of existing programs and effectiveness of existing programs and services

4. Share information and resources

5. Determine gaps in programs, resources and services

and develop plans to address the needs and gaps
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Strategic Priority: Partnerships and Alliances

Objective: To maintain and strengthen existing partnerships and increase the number of  

partners that can provide support for the organization and its programs and services.

Strategies to achieve this objective:

1. Establish mechanisms which will increase the visibility of our

partners and sponsors to the general public

2. Develop plans and proposals to reach non-traditional partners for projects

3. Develop processes and partnerships with other organizations for immigrant resettlement

4. Develop additional strategic partnerships with organizations who have

national and international mandates and resources

5. Invest in our ‘local’ economy when possible – including other

partners and community organizations
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Strategic Priority: Organizational Excellence

Objective: To ensure effective organizational excellence through the development

of an appropriate governance structure and policies and processes.

Strategies to achieve this objective:

1. Develop comprehensive governance policies

2. Clarify roles and responsibilities of Board members and staff

3. Develop terms of reference and work plans for committees

4. Establish a process for monitoring and evaluating the strategic plan

and organizational performance on an annual basis

5. Establish a process for evaluating the effectiveness of the Board

6. Establish a process for ongoing member consultation

7. Create a transparent process for Board recruitment and succession
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Strategic Priority: Public Awareness

Objective: To increase, enhance and maintain a positive public profile.

Strategies to achieve this objective:

1. Develop a comprehensive multi-media strategy

2. Develop a social media strategy

3. Develop a consistent and impactful brand

4. Determine a year plan for special events

including member events and public events

5. Develop a strategy for advocacy



Strategic Priority: Technological Innovation

Objective: To effectively utilize technology to enhance the ongoing operations,

improve communications with members and to foster the use of

technology by the membership.

Strategies to achieve this objective:

1. Develop a plan to increase technological capacity for SOHL’s Board and staff

2. Develop computer-based learning partnerships

3. Develop technological capacity for SOHL’s membership

4. Develop a plan to maximize the technological

delivery of SOHL’s programs and services
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Saskatchewan Organization for Heritage Languages

2144 Cornwall Street, Regina, SK, S4P 2K7

Phone: 306.780.9275

Email: sohl@sasktel.net

Website: www.heritagelanguages.sk.ca

Facebook: www.facebook.com/sohl.sask

Twitter: www.twitter.com/SOHL_SK


